Purpose: To display drusen and geographic atrophy (GA) in a single projection image from three-dimensional spectral domain optical coherence tomography images based on a novel false color fusion strategy.
Purpose: To display drusen and geographic atrophy (GA) in a single projection image from three-dimensional spectral domain optical coherence tomography images based on a novel false color fusion strategy.
Methods: We present a false color fusion strategy to combine drusen and GA projection images. The drusen projection image is generated with a restricted summed-voxel projection (axial sum of the reflectivity values in a spectral domain optical coherence tomography cube, limited to the region where drusen is present). The GA projection image is generated by incorporating two GA characteristics: bright choroid and thin retina pigment epithelium. The false color fusion method was evaluated in 82 three-dimensional optical coherence tomography data sets obtained from 7 patients, for which 2 readers independently identified drusen and GA as the gold standard. The mean drusen and GA overlap ratio was used as the metric to determine accuracy of visualization of the proposed method when compared with the conventional summed-voxel projection, (axial sum of the reflectivity values in the complete spectral domain optical coherence tomography cube) technique and color fundus photographs.
Results: Comparative results demonstrate that the false color image is more effective in displaying drusen and GA than summed-voxel projection and CFP. The mean drusen/GA overlap ratios based on the conventional summed-voxel projection method, color fundus photographs, and the false color fusion method were 6.4%/100%, 64.1%/66.7%, and 85.6%/100%, respectively.
Conclusion: The false color fusion method was more effective for simultaneous visualization of drusen and GA than the conventional summed-voxel projection method and color fundus photographs, and it seems promising as an alternative method for visualizing drusen and GA in the retinal fundus, which commonly occur together and can be confusing to differentiate without methods such as this proposed one.
RETINA 0: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 2014 A ge-related macular degeneration (AMD) affects an estimated 30 to 50 million individuals worldwide 1 and is the most common cause of legal blindness among elderly individuals in developed countries. 2, 3 One of its clinical characteristics and, in most scans, the first clinical finding is the presence of drusen ("dry AMD"), 4 which are focal deposits of extracellular material located between the basal lamina of the retina pigment epithelium (RPE) and the inner collagenous layer of Bruch's membrane. 5 The advanced form of AMD associated with severe vision loss is characterized by the development of macular neovascularization ("wet AMD") and geographic atrophy (GA). [6] [7] [8] Evaluation of color fundus photographs (CFPs) is currently the gold standard for measuring drusen in nonneovascular AMD and for visualizing and assessing GA. 9 Total drusen area and maximum drusen size are estimated by visual inspection of drusen in CFPs, with comparison with a set of standardized circles.
GA in the depth axis. The latest spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) systems are able to acquire high-speed, high-resolution, high-density three-dimensional (3-D) images covering the central macula, 12 with the advantage over other imaging modalities for dry AMD that the same scan pattern can be used to observe both drusen and GA while obtaining reproducible quantitative data on both abnormalities. 13 Khanifar et al 14 categorized drusen ultrastructure in AMD using SD-OCT and correlated the tomographic and photographic drusen appearance. A high-density scan pattern also allows the visualization of drusen and GA on an OCT fundus image, which represents an en face summed-voxel projection (SVP) of all the B-scans from the SD-OCT data set. [14] [15] [16] The OFIs can be used to register the SD-OCT data sets to fundus photographs or other en face retinal imaging modalities. This facilitates calibration of the color fundus images so that exact correlations can be achieved between the retinal cross-sectional geometry seen on the OCT Bscans and the retinal landmark seen on en face imaging and the color images.
The SVP fundus image is not ideal for drusen visualization because most drusen are not visible with this technique 15 ; these small abnormalities are often obscured when the image volume is collapsed when making these projections. Stopa et al 17 overcame some of these limitations by locating pathologic retinal features with color marking in each OCT image before the image volume was collapsed along the depth axis to produce the SVP. By this way, they preserved the delineation of pathologic features in SVP visualizations. Another technique recently introduced into OCT imaging devices is the "slab SVP," a semiautomated method to restrict the SVP to a subvolume of the retina near the RPE layer (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc, unpublished data); however, the user needs to annotate the image to localize the RPE. Manually annotating pathologic features in a stack of SD-OCT images in the time-pressured and highvolume setting of clinical care is time-consuming and costly. In addition, the SVP images produced by the methods by Stopa et al only give information about drusen extent, but no information about drusen thickness, which could be useful for characterizing drusen. Gorczynska et al 18 proposed a method of generating a series of projection OCT fundus images from each single OCT cube by selectively summing different retinal depth levels, which enhanced contrast and visualized outer retinal pathology not visible with standard fundus imaging or OCT fundus imaging techniques. With this method, however, drusen are separated into several projected fundus images summed at different retinal depth levels, and cannot be directly visualized in a single image.
Another form of drusen visualization in an en face image was originally proposed with the name of restricted summed-voxel projection (RSVP). 19, 20 The RSVP includes the automatic segmentation and projection of the voxels around the RPE, together with image processing techniques such as "brightening" of voxels underneath drusen. This process greatly improve drusen visualization in an en face image and provides a rapid way of assessment of drusen in the whole macula volume other than inspecting B-scan by B-scan.
The primary retinal layer affected by the evolution of GA is still not very clear; the RPE, choriocapillaris, or photoreceptors (PR) layers can present deformities in patients affected by GA. 13, 21 However, most histopathologic studies suggest that the initial event in GA occurrence is RPE cell loss, followed with ensuing PR cell death and choriocapillaris atrophy. [22] [23] [24] [25] Bearelly et al 21 studied the PR-RPE interface in GA using SD-OCT to test in vivo whether SD-OCT provides adequate resolution for reproducible measurement of the PR layer at the margins of GA, and whether the relationship between PR layer and RPE at those margins could be delineated successfully. This study emphasized the direct association between GA and cell loss or "thinning" of PR and RPE as observed in SD-OCT images. The GA can also be visualized in en face SVP fundus images as a bright and more homogeneously delimited region, because of the mentioned cell loss and consequent increased penetration of light into the choroid coat, together with the constant high reflection of light from the choroid coat. 26 However, some particular cases with highly reflective retinal layers above the RPE complex complicate and obscure GA visualization, making the use of SVP fundus imaging for GA inspection suboptimal.
In this article, we present a new combined drusen and GA visualization method that enhances the conspicuity of GA lesion by incorporating RPE loss and increase of reflections from the choroid coat. In addition, a false color fusion strategy by combining drusen and GA projection images is presented to effectively display drusen and GA in a single fundus image.
Methods
The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Stanford University School of Medicine and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act-compliant research adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki and all federal and state laws.
Drusen Visualization
The RSVP method was recently introduced in a publication by our group, 20 and unlike previously described slab-based projection methods, it is fully automated and requires no user input such as indicating a seed point. The RSVP approach creates an en face voxel projection image from a 3-D SD-OCT cube by restricting the projected volume to the subvolume near the RPE layer. Figure 1 shows an example of the vicinity region that is projected in the RSVP method.
The location of RPE layers were determined by taking the presence of drusen into account. The SD-OCT retinal images are first smoothed with bilateral filtering. 27 Then, the location of the retinal nerve fiber layer is estimated by detecting the margin of the vitreous with a threshold. The highly reflective and locally connected pixels that are spatially located below the retinal nerve fiber layer are taken as the initial estimate of the RPE layer. The morphologic opening and thickness constraint (RPE is approximately constant thickness) are adopted to smoothen and refine the RPE estimation. Finally, the unhealthy (abnormal) and healthy (normal) RPE layers are obtained by interpolation and fitting, respectively. The fitted lower boundary of the normal RPE layer is taken as the baseline of the projection region used for the RSVP generation, whereas the top boundary of the projection region is determined by displacing the fitted normal RPE layer upward the same distance as the largest drusen peak found in the cube (Figure 1 ).
In addition, to improve drusen visualization, the RSVP method also includes the brightening of the drusen substance region. For each axial column of the SD-OCT scans, we find the maximum intensity pixel in the interpolated RPE layer and replace the values of the pixels underneath it with this maximum intensity value.
Geographic Atrophy Visualization
Two main characteristics of GA can be observed in SD-OCT images: choroid brightening and RPE thinning, as shown in Figure 2 . The choroid in GA regions is always brighter than in healthy regions because of RPE cell loss, increase of light penetration in the retina, and subsequent increased reflections from the choroid coat. The thickness of RPE in GA regions is also usually observed to be thinner than that in other 
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regions. Our GA visualization algorithm is then mainly based on the detection regions with increased brightness in the choroid region, and the RPE thinning characteristics is also used to enhance the GA visualization.
Choroid Region Summing
To improve the traditional SVP image for GA visualization, we restrict the SVP projection to a subvolume beneath the RPE layer where the choroid resides and where the high reflections (or bright choroid) indicate where GA is present. Figure 3 shows a GA visualization example with the traditional SVP projection (left) and the RSVP projection (right). The contrast of GA in the RSVP image is higher than in the SVP image, which could potentially improve the performance of a computerized GA segmentation method. Because of smoothing with bilateral filtering for SD-OCT retinal images, the RSVP projection appears more blurred than the SVP projection.
RPE Thickness
For a normal retina without GA, the RPE thickness is approximately constant (20 mm). We used the segmented RPE layer vicinity described above (drusen projection region delimited with the red lines in Figure 1 ) to obtain an en face mapping related to RPE thickness at each A-scan position. The values of this mapping were computed A-scan by A-scan by selecting the maximum of the values resulting from using a sliding window to average pixel intensity in the segmented RPE layer vicinity. The size of this sliding window was 20 mm, corresponding to normal RPE thickness. The reasoning behind this mapping is that because the RPE is the brightest region within the selected vicinity and has approximately constant brightness within the cube, a larger number of bright pixels within the window indicates a thicker region of the RPE, and in the same way, a lower number of bright pixels indicates RPE thinning. This mapping does not produce actual RPE thickness values, but it produces good representation of areas where there is RPE thinning. Figure 4 shows the estimated RPE thickness map computed from the same SD-OCT cube as shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen from Figure 4 that the RPE thickness in the region presenting GA is thinner (darker pixels in the thickness map) than in the rest of the retina. There is also a druse within the most extensive GA region, which is marked with the dashed yellow ovals in Figures 3 and 4 , producing a bright area within this region. Compared with the RSVP projection image (Figure 3, right) , the RPE thickness map (Figure 4 ) is inferior for GA visualization, because blood vessels and other structure abnormalities may influence the RPE to appear thinner, but it can be used to enhance the RSVP projection image, as we described in the following subsection.
Combination of Two Characteristics
Let P 1 and P 2 be the matrices representing the normalized RSVP projection image and RPE thickness map, respectively. The final GA projection image can be obtained with the formula:
where the constant a belongs to (0,1), and its purpose is to adjust the influence of the RPE thickness on the GA projection image. Here, we considered a = 0.5, which was determined by observation of the results produced in a number of different cases. The operator " • " represents the element-wise multiplication, namely the multiplications of the corresponding elements of P 1 and (1−P 2 ) a .
Figure 5 (left) shows the final GA projection image obtained with the Equation (1), which combines the 2 GA characteristics: bright choroid and thin RPE. (Figure 3, right) . Because the background intensity near the GA boundary is suppressed by the RPE thickness map (the red line is below the blue line as shown in the dashed black circles), the intensity gradient of the GA boundary is higher in the final GA projection image than that in the RSVP projection image. This is helpful for enabling automated GA segmentation. Whereas, within the GA region, the intensity values have some decrease in the final GA projection image.
False Color Fusion
The drusen and GA projection techniques described above are tailored to display one pathologic feature 
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(either drusen or GA). To display drusen and GA simultaneously in one image, a false color fusion strategy is adopted. The three components (R, G, and B) of the false color image consist of the SVP projection image, the drusen image, and the GA projection image, respectively. Figure 6 shows the false color fusion result (bottom right) by combining the SVP projection image (top left), drusen (top right) and GA projection (bottom left) images. We can observe that drusen appears in the G component, and GA appears in the R and B components. It is also notable that drusen are darker in the GA projection image because they reduce the choroidal brightness. Thus, in the false color image, the drusen is greenish and the GA is purple hue. The false color image (bottom right) can display drusen and GA with different colors in one image, and allow for analysis of the location of drusen with respect to GA. For example, the location of drusen marked with the dashed yellow oval can be observed within the GA region (bottom right).
Results
To evaluate our method, we analyzed 82 threedimensional OCT retinal imaging data sets obtained from 7 patients. Each 3-D OCT image set was acquired over an area of 6 · 6 mm (corresponding to 512 · 128 pixels) and a 1,024-pixel axial resolution with a commercial SD-OCT device (CirrusOCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc, Dublin, CA).
Evaluation Study
We performed both a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the cases analyzed. Some of the patients also had CFPs of their retinas, where both drusen and GA can be visualized. We manually outlined the drusen and GA lesions in the CFPs, SVP, and false color image of these patients to qualitatively assess the drusen and GA visualization in each technique. Given length limitations of this article, only two different cases from two patients are qualitatively discussed. Drusen and GA can be best assessed by looking at each B-scan in an SD-OCT cube. To create a gold standard to quantitatively evaluate drusen and GA visualization in false color images, 3 SD-OCT cubes from 3 patients were reviewed independently, B-scan by B-scan (128 B-scans per cube), by 2 readers (N.S.J. and S.J.J.). Both readers had expertise in reviewing OCT retinal studies. Given time constrains, only 3 of the 82 available SD-OCT cubes were reviewed in this quantitative study, because manually marking all 128 B-scans each cube was a very tedious task. These 3 cases were selected randomly from the set of 82. Each reader independently marked drusen in the OCT B-scans by hand, in a similar manner as in Ref. 17 . Each reader marked each image twice in two different sessions to enable assessment of intrareader variation. Figure 7 shows a representative sample of the drusen and GA markings, in which red and blue bars indicate the location of drusen and GA, respectively. These red and blue bars were then collapsed along the depth axis to produce an en face drusen/GA location maps (known as a "marking images"), which were used as the gold standard for our quantitative evaluation. The two segmentations of the drusen (or GA) made by each reader in the two separate reading sessions were also combined using their intersection to produce a single outline per reader per image. The same intersection operation was applied between the two segmentations made by different readers for each drusen (or GA) outline, producing a combined reader result.
Drusen and GA were also outlined by hand in the corresponding CFPs, SVP, and false color images. The outlines were then compared quantitatively with the images marked by the readers (the gold standard). Because the boundaries of drusen and GA are very blurry in CFPs, SVP, and false color images, the outlines are not precise. Thus, instead of pixel by pixel classification, we used an overlap ratio of the number of visualized lesions as the metric to quantitatively evaluate drusen and GA visualization in each technique:
where "#co_lesion" denotes the number of drusen (or GA) outlined both in the gold standard image and in the false color images, and "#mark_lesion" denotes the number of drusen (or GA) in the gold standard image. This metric represented the utility of the proposed method to identify drusen and GA present in the cube: if most of the drusen (or GA) outlined in the gold standard images could also be visualized in the en face image, the overlap ratio would be closer to 1. However, because more drusen (or GA) are "missed" in the en face images, this overlap ratio would approach zero. We used an overlap ratio of the number of total lesions found in each image, and not of outlined pixels, because the boundaries of lesions in CFPs, SVP, and false color images are too obscure to be accurately outlined, as shown in Figures 8 and 9 . To reflect false positives, an overestimated ratio is also used: overestimated ratio ¼ #false lesion #mark lesion (3) where "#false_lesion" denotes the number of drusen (or GA) outlined in the false color images, but not identified in the gold standard images. Figure 8 shows the comparison of the false color image and the CFP in one patient. The corresponding SVP projection image is shown in Figure 6 (top left). Compared with the CFP (Figure 8, top right) , the false color image (Figure 8 , top left) is qualitatively better for displaying and distinguishing the drusen and GA, because the contrast of the false color image is higher, and the color difference between drusen and GA is more 
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obvious in the false color image. However, because of an inaccurate RPE extraction in some problematic areas, there are also artifacts in the false color image. For example, the circled region in Figure 8 (top left) shows areas that are not actual drusen, though these artifacts only minimally affect drusen visualization. Figure 9 shows the drusen and GA visualization of another patient. drusen, and GA projection images, respectively. Figure 9 (middle left and middle middle) are the false color image and the CFP, respectively. Figure 9 (middle right) is the CFP image where the drusen and GA are manually marked with the blue and green outlines, respectively. Figure 9 (bottom row) are 3 B-scans corresponding to the red, blue, and yellow lines in (top and middle rows). From Figure 9 , we can observe that (1) drusen are visible in the drusen projection image, false color image, and CFP, and GA are visible in the SVP projection image, GA projection image, false color image, and CFP; (2) the contrast of GA in the GA projection image generated with our method is better than in the traditional SVP projection image; and (3) drusen and GA can be easily distinguished in the false color image generated by incorporating the SVP, drusen, and GA projection images, whereas it is difficult to distinguish drusen and GA in the CFP. The 3 B-scans ( Figure 9 , bottom row) indicate that the RPE thinning characteristic is not always satisfied for GA. Because RPE thinning is not always seen in all GA areas, RPE thinning is an auxiliary characteristic to the bright choroid characteristic in our proposed GA visualization method. Table 1 shows the interreader and intrareader agreement in terms of overlap ratio, where "Reader k i " denotes the segmentation outlined by reader k in the i-th session. The manual segmentations outlined by Reader 2 were slightly more consistent between the 2 sessions that those outlined by Reader 1 in average, and the overlap ratio was higher for GA segmentations than for drusen segmentations. Table 2 shows the comparison of drusen and GA overlap ratio for SVP, CFP, and the proposed method in 3 OCT scans from 3 different patients. Table 3 shows the comparison of drusen and GA overestimated ratio, and Table 4 shows the number of drusen and GA in gold standard, SVP, CFP, and false color images. The eyes of Patients 1 and 2 in Tables 1-4 correspond to Figures 8 and 9 , respectively. The rows labeled as "Readers 1 and 2" correspond to the results from overlapping the manual outlines drawn by the 2 different readers and represent the evaluation for an average reader. From Tables 2-4 , it can be seen that the false color images are generally more effective for the visualization of drusen and GA than SVP and CFP. The SVP images allow the visualization of GA with the same performance as our method, but drusen are almost invisible, and thus the overlap ratio and the overestimated ratio with the gold standard are both very small. However, the CFP images present a more acceptable performance in displaying drusen but worse GA visualization, making it harder to distinguish between the two diseases. Because in CFPs, the contrast of GA is low (as shown in Figure 8 , top right) and it is difficult to distinguish drusen and GA (as shown in Figure 9 , middle middle), the GA overlap ratio of CFP is obviously lower than those of SVP and false color images, and the drusen overestimated ratio of CFP is higher than those of SVP and false color images. For the drusen visualization of Patient 2, CFP is better than our method, likely because our method missed some small drusen because of some artifacts produced by an inaccurate segmentation of RPE layers. Nevertheless, our method was better on average. The GA overlap ratio is substantially higher than the drusen overlap ratio because GA lesions are usually larger and more easily identified than drusen. In fact, all GA regions were correctly identified in our proposed method in the segmentations by Reader 1, and nearly all by Reader 2. Drusen were identified better by Reader 2 and the overlap was very high (85.6%) when combining the outlines drawn by the 2 readers. It is also interesting to note that our method produced an overlap ratio both for drusen and GA ( Table 2 ) that resulted similar to the differences observed between the readers when inspecting the cubes B-scan by B-scan ( Table 1 ). The differences observed between the segmentations drawn by a reader in the images produced by our method and the ones drawn by the same reader when inspecting B-scan by B-scan were comparable with the ones observed when inspecting the B-scans in two separate sessions. In the same way, the differences found between our method and the gold standard (B-scan inspection) for an average reader segmentation were similar to those observed between two different readers inspecting the B-scans.
Quantitative Evaluation

Discussion
This article introduces a new visualization technique in which drusen and areas of GA can be clearly assessed in the same image. In current practice, drusen and GA are usually identified in CFPs. However, drusen can sometimes be very hard to distinguish in CFPs and can also be masked by the presence of GA because of the inability of CFPs to resolve structures in the depth axis. The most reliable way to identify and distinguish areas of drusen and GA is by inspecting SD-OCT cubes B-scan by B-scan. However, this task can be very tedious and time-consuming, considering that each cube typically consists of 128 B-scans for images of the macula. An alternative is inspecting SVP The maximum overlap ratios for each method are shown in bold. The maximum overestimated ratios for each method are shown in bold.
images obtained from the SD-OCT cubes by projecting them in the depth axis, in which a single image covers the whole area to examine in the macula. However, a traditional SVP projection usually masks the drusen and does not take advantage of the ability of SD-OCT to resolve structures in the depth axis. 15 Our introduced technique takes advantage of this ability and allows the visualization of both drusen and GA present in the macula in a single image, although clearly distinguishing between them using a false color mapping. Figures 8 and 9 are examples of this improved visualization technique. Although we analyzed visually the results from 82 different cases, we only presented the results from 2 of the cases given the article length limitations. The results obtained in the rest of the cases were also satisfactory by visual inspection. By comparing with SVP and CFP, we also analyzed the results produced by three of the cubes quantitatively. In general, our method is better for the drusen and GA visualization than SVP and CFP. A combination of two readers was able to clearly identify all GA areas in our proposed method, while also identifying the majority of drusen.
The purpose of this article was to simultaneously display drusen and GA in a single projection image from 3-D SD-OCT images, not to segment drusen and GA. Based on the difference between the actual RPE segmentation and the RPE floor (or Bruch's membrane), drusen can be segmented from OCT images.
12,28-30 Schutze et al 31 compared the automatic GA segmentation performance with current SD-OCT devices. This study showed substantial limitations in identifying zones of GA reliably, which should be addressed to visualize and document RPE loss realistically. 31 Our proposed false color fusion strategy can facilitate the qualitative analysis of drusen and GA. Using semiautomated software, 32 drusen and GA can also be quantitatively analyzed in false color images.
There are some artifacts associated to some areas of erroneous segmentation of the RPE layer. Numerous segmentation methods of retinal layers in SD-OCT have been proposed in previous literature, and they produce high-quality results in most healthy cases. However, the presence of abnormalities, noise in lower quality scans, and retinal deformities makes the segmentation very difficult. In this work we developed a simple and fast approach to RPE segmentation, because a perfect segmentation was not needed for the generation of the false color images. The green areas erroneously marked in Figure 8 (top left) can be clearly identified as artifacts and differentiated from drusen visually. Nevertheless, we plan to reduce these artifacts in future work by a better segmentation of the RPE layer. This will be achieved by expanding the RPE segmentation technique to a 3-D approach, taking advantage of the 3-D nature of SD-OCT cubes, as well as including the segmentation of more retinal layers.
In conclusion, we present a novel visualization method for drusen and GA. It enhances GA visualization by incorporating the bright choroid and thin RPE characteristics of GA into the visualization method. To effectively display drusen and GA in a single image, we propose a false color fusion strategy to combine the drusen and GA projection images. Experimental results demonstrate that the false color image is more effective for the drusen and GA visualization than the SVP image and CFP. Most drusen are not visible in SVP images, and the contrast of GA in SVP images is lower than that in the GA projection image. Although drusen and GA are visible in CFPs, they are difficult to distinguish because of low contrast. In false color images, the color difference between drusen and GA is more obvious. Our proposed method may improve the ability of ophthalmologist to visualize and evaluate drusen and GA.
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